Abstract. The Consecutive-Ones Property (C1P) is a classical concept in discrete mathematics that has been used in several genomics applications, from physical mapping of contemporary genomes to the assembly of ancient genomes. A common issue in genome assembly concerns repeats, genomic sequences that appear in several locations of a genome. Handling repeats leads to a variant of the C1P, the C1P with multiplicity (mC1P), that can also be seen as the problem of covering edges of hypergraphs by linear and circular walks. In the present work, we describe variants of the mC1P that address specific issues of genome assembly, and polynomial time or fixed-parameter algorithms to solve them.
Introduction
A binary matrix M satisfies the Consecutive-Ones Property (C1P) if its columns can be ordered in such a way that, in each row, all 1 entries appear consecutively. The C1P has been studied in relation to a wide range of problems, from theoretical computer science [3] to genome mapping (see [12, 17] and references there). The C1P can be naturally described in terms of covering hypergraph edges by walks. Assume a binary matrix M is the incidence matrix of a hypergraph H, where columns represent vertices and rows encode edges; then M is C1P if and only if H can be covered by a path that contains all vertices and where every edge appears as a contiguous subpath. Deciding if a binary matrix is C1P can be done in linear time and space (see [3] and references there). If a matrix is not C1P, a natural approach is to remove the smallest number of rows from this matrix in such a way that the resulting matrix is C1P. This problem, equivalent to an edge-deletion problem on hypergraphs that solves the Hamiltonian Path problem, is NP-complete, although fixed-parameter tractability (FPT) results have recently been published.
At a high level of abstraction, genome assembly problems can be seen as graph or hypergraph covering problems: vertices represent small genomic sequences, edges encode co-localisation information, and one wishes to cover the hypergraph with a set of linear walks (or circular walks for genomes with circular chromosomes) that respect co-localisation information 5 . Such walks encode the order of elements along chromosomal segments of the assembled genome. One of the major issues in genome assembly problems concerns repeats-genomic elements that appear, up to limited changes, in several locations in the genome being assembled. Such repeats are known to confuse assembly algorithms and to introduce ambiguity in assemblies [15] .
Modeling repeats in graph theoretical models of genome assembly can be done by associating to each vertex a multiplicity: the multiplicity of a vertex is an upper bound on the number of occurrences of this vertex in linear/circular walks that cover the hypergraph, and thus a vertex with a multiplicity greater than 1 can traversed several times in these walks (i.e., encodes a repeat as defined above). This hypergraph covering problem naturally translates into a variant of the C1P, called the C1P with multiplicity (mC1P) that received little attention until recently, when it was investigated in several recent papers in relation to assembling ancestral genomes that describee both hardness and tractability results for decision and edge-deletion problems [1, 16, 2, 9] .
In the present paper, we formalize the previously studied C1P and mC1P notions in terms of covering of assembly hypergraphs by linear and circular walks and edge-deletion problems (Section 2). Next, we describe new tractability results for decision and edge-deletion problems (Section 3): we show that deciding if a given assembly hypergraph admits a covering by linear and circular walks that respects the multiplicity of all vertices is FPT and we describe polynomial time algorithms for decision and edge-deletion problems for families of assembly hypergraphs which encode information allowing us to clear ambiguities due to repeats. We conclude with several open questions (Section 4).
Preliminaries
2.1 Notation and terminology Definition 1. An assembly hypergraph is a quadruple (H, w, c, o) where H = (V, E) is a hypergraph and w, c, o are three mappings such that w :
is either a sequence on the alphabet {v 1 , . . . , v k } where each element appears at least once, or λ (the empty sequence).
From now, we consider that |V | = n, |E| = m, s = e∈E |e|, ∆ = max e∈E |e|, δ = max v∈V |{e ∈ E | v ∈ e}|, γ = max v∈V c(v). A vertex v such that c(v) > 1 is called a repeat; V R is the set of repeats and ρ = |V R |. Edges s.t. |e| = 2 are called adjacencies; from now, without loss of generality, we assume that o(e) = λ if e is an adjacency. Edges s.t. |e| > 2 (resp. |e = 3|) are called intervals (resp. triples). We denote the set of adjacencies (resp. weights of adjacencies) by E A An assembly as defined above can naturally be seen as a set of walks (some possibly closed in mixed assemblies) on H such that every edge of E is traversed by a contiguous subwalk. In the following, we consider two kinds of algorithmic problems that we investigate for different families of assembly hypergraphs and genome models, a decision problem and an edge-deletion problem.
-The Assembly Decision Problem: Given an assembly hypergraph H = (H, w, c, o) and a genome model (linear or mixed), does there exist an assembly of H in this model ? -The Assembly Maximum Edge Compatibility Problem: Given an assembly hypergraph H = (H = (V, E), w, c, o) and a genome model, compute a maximum weight subset E ′ of E such that the assembly hypergraph
, {o(e) | e ∈ E ′ }) admits an assembly in this model.
Definition 5.
Let (H = (V, E), w, c, o) be an assembly hypergraph. A maximal repeat cluster is a connected component of the hypergraph whose vertex set is V R and edge set is {e ∩ V R | e ∈ E}.
As outlined in the introduction, vertices in an assembly hypergraph represent genomic elements, each with an associated copy number c(v), while edges and their order (for intervals) encode hypothetical co-localisation information, each with an associated weight. Linear and/or circular sequences of vertices defining an assembly represent the order of these genomic elements along chromosomal segments, the circular ones representing circular chromosomes. A maximal repeat cluster encodes a group of elements that are believed to appear in several locations of the genome to assemble, although different occurrences might differ in terms of content and/or order (see [13] 
Existing results
When no repeats are allowed (γ = 1), the Assembly Decision Problem in the linear genome model is equivalent to asking if a binary matrix has the C1P, which can be solved in O(n+ m+ s) time and space. The set of all linear assemblies can be encoded into a compact data structure, the PQ-tree. In the mixed genome model, the problem can also be solved in linear time, as it reduces to testing the circular C1P for every connected component of the overlap graph of the matrix. The PC-tree, a slightly modified PQ-tree, can be used to encode all mixed genome assemblies. We summarize some of these results in the following theorem and refer to [3] for a survey on these questions. In the linear genome model, the Assembly Maximum Edge Compatibility Problem is hard for adjacency graphs -it solves the problem of computing a set of paths that cover a maximum number of edges of the graph -but FPT results have recently appeared [4, 17] . Tractability results are less general when repeats are allowed, as shown below. [2] The Assembly Decision Problem can be solved in polynomial time and space in the linear genome model for unordered assembly hypergraphs where, for every edge e containing a repeat, either e is an adjacency or e is an interval that contains a single repeat r and there exists an edge e ′ = e \ {r}.
Finally, to the best of our knowledge, the following is the only tractability result for edge-deletion problems when repeats are allowed, limited to adjacency graphs and the mixed genome model. 
New results
We first show that the Assembly Decision Problem is FPT with respect to parameters ∆, δ, γ and ρ. Then we describe positive results for the case where the induced adjacency graph H A is assumed to admit an assembly and specific families of intervals are added to clear ambiguities caused by repeats. We discuss the practical implications of our positive results at the end of the section. Proof. The principle of the proof is, for the given assembly hypergraph H = (H, c) 7 , to build another assembly hypergraph
, by making c(r) copies of each r ∈ V R and considering each possible set f of choices of 2 neighbors for each of these copies. H f can then be checked for the existence of an assembly with Theorem 1. The sets f of choices are made in such a way that H has an assembly if and only if, for at least one of these sets f of choices, H f has an assembly. Finally, if ∆, δ, γ and ρ are fixed, we prove that there is a fixed number of such sets f .
Let R ′ (r) = {r i : 1 ≤ i ≤ c(r)} be the set of copies we shall introduce for each r ∈ V R (and R ′ = r∈VR R ′ (r)), N (v) be the neighborhood of v in H, that is the set of vertices belonging to edges containing v, and
be the "new neighborhood" from which we choose neighbors for vertices in R ′ (r). We represent each set of possible choices of 2 neighbors 8 of each r i ∈ R ′ (r) with a mapping f r : R ′ (r) → S r , where S r = {{u, v} : u, v ∈ N ′ (r)}. Let f = r∈VR f r be the collection of these mappings (itself a mapping f :
. We can now state the full algorithm as follows.
1. For each r ∈ V R , make c(r) copies of r, which defines the set R ′ (r). Let
, choose 2 neighbours from N ′ (r), thus defining f r for every r ∈ V R . This also defines f as the collection of mappings f r over all r ∈ V R . 3. Construct a new assembly hypergraph
, and E f defined as follows: (1) for
, add {r i , u} and {r i , v} to E f (f -edges) and (2) for each e ∈ E, add an edge e Claim. H has an assembly if and only if, for some f , H f has an assembly.
First, if H has the assembly A, in A, we replace each occurrence of a vertex r ∈ V R by copies r i ∈ R ′ (r) where R ′ (r) = {r i : 1 ≤ i ≤ c(r)}. Let this new assembly be called A ′ . Each such r i is adjacent to at most 2 other distinct vertices. We consider the mapping f which maps each such r i to its two neighbours in this assembly A ′ . If we can establish that the hypergraph obtained from this mapping and the new edges we introduce admits A ′ as an assembly, we are done. To decide if H f has an assembly, we first note that any set of covering walks on H f is a set of paths (we cannot visit the same vertex twice because c f (v) = 1 for all v ∈ V f ). Since A is a covering walk of H, by splitting the vertices of V R into distinct copies, we ensure that no vertex of H f is visited twice by A ′ . Now, let us look at the set of edges E f . If all of them are covered as contiguous subsequences in A ′ , we are done. We show this by the following observations.
1. In A, every edge e occurs as a contiguous subsequence. Let e ′ be the edge in H f corresponding to e. Then, by definition of A ′ , e ′ must occur in it as a contiguous subsequence. 2. For each r i ∈ R ′ (v) for some r ∈ V R , we defined f (r i ) = {u, v} using the assembly A. So, we definitely get both adjacencies {r i , u}, {r i , v} in A ′ .
So, A ′ must be an assembly for H f , which implies that H f has an assembly. Conversely, if the graph H f has an assembly, it contains all vertices V \ V R , and occurrences of each r i ∈ R ′ (r) for all repeat vertices r ∈ V R . If we remove the subscripts, i.e., r i becomes r for all i, we get an assembly A, which we claim is an assembly for H, as A will have the following properties.
1. Every vertex v ∈ V appears at least once, and at most c(v) times. 2. For every edge e ′ ∈ E consisting only of vertices in V \V R , we get a contiguous occurrence of e ∈ E, which is the corresponding edge in H. 3. For every edge e ∈ E, such that r ∈ e for some r ∈ V R , there is an edge e ′ ∈ E f such that r i ∈ R ′ (r) has two neighbours and r i ∈ e ′ . In this case, we get a contiguous occurrence of e ′ including r i . Removing the subscripts gives us a contiguous occurrence of e in the new assembly A.
So, A contains occurrences of every edge e ∈ E in H as contiguous subsequences, which proves that A is an assembly for H. This proves the claim.
This proof holds for both genome models as Theorem 1 considers them both.
Algorithm complexity. The space complexity follows obviously from the construction of H f . The choice of neighbours can be made in at most
ways for each new vertex. So, in total, we get at most
The procedure on each v i can be done in time O (1), since we just need to check its neighbours, which are at most 2. Doing so for all vertices in V f takes time at most O (n + ργ). The final step, checking for the existence of an assembly for a given H f , can be done in O ((n + ργ) + (m + 2ργ) + s) time, since we add at most 2γρ new edges, and ργ new vertices. ⊓ ⊔
An edge-deletion algorithm for unordered intervals of size 3
Now, we assume we are given an assembly hypergraph H = (H, w, c, o) whose induced adjacency graph H A is known to have a mixed assembly. To state our result, we extend slightly the notion of compatibility: an unordered interval e is said to be compatible with H A if there exists a walk in H A = (V, E A ) whose vertex set is exactly e. We consider the interval compatibility problem defined below. The Assembly Maximum Interval Compatibility Problem: Given an assembly hypergraph H = (H = (V, E), w, c, o) such that H A admits a mixed assembly, compute a maximum weight subset of E I , S ⊆ E I , such that
, {o(e) | e ∈ E ′ }) admits a mixed assembly. Proof. The proof proceeds in two stages: we first show that repeat-free triples, as well as triples whose non-repeat vertices form an adjacency, must always be included in a maximum weight compatible set of triples. Then, we present an algorithm which uses the adjacency compatibility algorithm of Maňuch et al. [9] to decide which of the remaining triples to include. From now, we denote by S a maximum weight subset of E I such that (H ′ = (V, E A ∪ S), {w(e) | e ∈ E A ∪ S}, c, {o(e) | e ∈ E A ∪ S}) admits a mixed assembly.
Claim. If a triple e ∈ E
As e is assumed to be compatible with H A by hypothesis, there is a walk on these three vertices in H A . As a walk on three non-repeat vertices is a path, w.l.o.g we assume that the adjacencies in the path are {v 0 , v 1 } and {v 1 , v 2 } (the argument holds by symmetry for the other cases). Then, in any mixed assembly of H A , in order to contain both adjacencies, and to make sure that v 1 appears exactly once in the assembly, the assembly must contain e, in the order v 0 .v 1 .v 2 . So, it must be included in S, as S is a maximum weight subset of E I .
Claim. If a triple e ∈ E I satisfies e = {v 0 , v 1 , r}, with c (v 0 ) = c (v 1 ) = 1, c(r) > 1 and {v 0 , v 1 } ∈ E A , then e ∈ S.
For the triple e to be compatible with H A , r needs to be adjacent to at least one of v 0 and v 1 . Assume, w.l.o.g, that {v 1 , r} ∈ E A . If H A admits a mixed assembly, both {v 0 , v 1 } and {v 1 , r} must occur in a path or a cycle. Furthermore, since c (v 1 ) = 1, these two adjacencies must occur in the same path or cycle, in the order v 0 .v 1 .r. This is an occurrence of e as a contiguous sequence, which implies that such a triple must occur in every assembly of H, and must be included in S.
We are now left with the set E ′ I of triples e = {v 0 , v 1 , r} such that r is a repeat and {v 0 , v 1 } / ∈ E A , which means that r is adjacent to both v 0 and v 1 , and we need to find a maximum weight subset of triples of this form. To do this, we rely on the optimal edge-deletion algorithm designed by Maňuch et al. [9] for adjacency graphs as shown below.
Initialize an empty set D and E
For every e ∈ E ′ I : (i) Add an adjacency a e = {v 0 , v 1 } to D, label a e with the triple e, and set w D (a e ) = w (e). (ii) Remove {v 0 , r} and {v 1 , r} from E ′ , if present. 3. For every remaining adjacency e ∈ E ′ , set w ′ (e) = 1 + ae∈D w D (a e ).
Apply the linearization algorithm (Theorem 4) [9] on (H
5. Add the triples corresponding to the labels of the adjacencies from D retained by the linearization algorithm to S.
Algorithm correctness. Given a triple e = {v 0 , v 1 , r} with a repeat vertex r and no adjacency {v 0 , v 1 } ∈ E A , we consider a candidate mixed assembly of H containing the elements of e contiguously. In such an assembly, we would encounter the consecutive substring v 0 .r.v 1 . We can contract this substring and label the newly formed adjacency {v 0 , v 1 }, signifying that there is a path of length 2 between v 0 and v 1 which passes through r and contains no other vertices, i.e., it encodes the triple e. So, we construct the new assembly hypergraph (an adjacency graph) by deleting the adjacencies {v 0 , r} and {v 1 , r} and encoding the path containing e into the adjacency {v 0 , v 1 } added to D.
The optimal edge-deletion algorithm from [9] computes a maximum weight set of adjacencies S ′ ⊆ D such that the assembly graph ( 
In this assembly, we can replace every a e ∈ S ′ by the corresponding triple e and the two corresponding adjacencies from E A . Note that none of the adjacencies from E A are discarded during linearization since they are weighted so that discarding any one would be suboptimal when compared to discarding the entire set of adjacencies from D. So the assembly obtained by this process will contain all the edges from E A , as well as a maximum weight set S ⊆ E I such that every e ∈ S is present. This implies that we computed a maximum weight compatible set of triples from E ′ I . Algorithm complexity. Checking the compatibility of a triple e with H A can be done in constant time, since we just need a 3-step graph search from any vertex v ∈ e, and proceed until we find a path connecting all 3 vertices in e. We can also check the number of repeats in e in constant time. To deal with triples from the set E ′ I , the new assembly hypergraph can obviously be constructed in O(n+m) time and space, and contains n vertices and O(m) edges. So the optimal edge-deletion algorithm is the main component of the process, and is based on a maximum weight matching algorithm of time complexity O((n + m) 3/2 ) [9] . ⊓ ⊔ Related to this theorem, we have the following corollary. Proof. We already know that we can find a maximal weight compatible subset S ⊆ E I if there is no e ∈ E I containing more than 1 repeat. We now show that for the current problem, a triple e = {v 0 , r 0 , r 1 }, where r 0 and r 1 are repeats, and c (v 0 ) = 1, can also be included in the set S if it is compatible with H A .
Note that r 0 and r 1 cannot have an adjacency between them, since the size of a maximal cluster cannot exceed 1. So, for e to be compatible, the corresponding adjacencies will be {r 0 , v 0 } and {r 1 , v 0 }. For H A to have a mixed assembly which contains both adjacencies, the assembly must contain e in the order r 0 .v 0 .r 1 . This is a contiguous appearance of the elements of e, and it must occur in every mixed assembly. It can thus be included in S. Theorem 6 concludes the proof. ⊓ ⊔ 3.3 A decision algorithm for ordered repeat spanning intervals Definition 6. Let (H = (V, E), w, c, o) be an assembly hypergraph. An interval e ∈ E I is an ordered repeat spanning interval for a maximal repeat cluster R if e = {u, v, r 1 , . . . , r k } with c(u) = c(v) = 1, {r 1 , . . . , r k } ⊆ R and o(e) = u.s.v, where s is a sequence on the set {r 1 , . . . , r k }, containing every element at least once. The subset of ordered repeat spanning intervals in E I is denoted by E rs Theorem 7. Let H = (H = (V, E) , w, c, o) be an assembly hypergraph such that every repeat r ∈ V R is either contained in an adjacency, or it is contained in an interval e ∈ E I of one of the following forms.
1. e is an ordered repeat spanning interval. 2. r is the only repeat in e, e ′ = e \ {r} ∈ E, and o (e) = o (e ′ ) = λ.
The Assembly Decision Problem in the linear genome model can be solved for H in polynomial time and space.
Proof. The basic idea of the proof is to realize the sequence o(e) for every repeat spanning interval e ∈ E rs by creating unique copies of the repeats in e and decreasing the multiplicity accordingly. This leads to an assembly graph that can then be checked using Theorem 3. Formally we define an extended assembly hypergraph,
, as follows (we omit w from the notation, since we are addressing a decision problem). Claim. H admits a valid genome assembly in the linear genome model if and only if c ′ (r) ≥ 0 for every repeat r ∈ V and H ′ admits one.
Assume H ′ admits an assembly A ′ . By construction, every repeat r of V R maps to a subset of V ′ composed of r and the vertices added when reading occurrences of r in the ordered repeat spanning intervals of E I . For a repeat r ∈ V R , let φ(r) ⊆ V ′ be this subset of V ′ and φ −1 the inverse map. By construction, the adjacencies added to E ′ when reading the order o(e) of an interval e, when the inverse map is applied φ −1 to their vertices, define a walk in H corresponding exactly to o(e), which allows us to unambiguously translate the set of linear walks on H ′ defining A ′ into a set of linear walks A on H. This implies that every edge of E is compatible with A (as defined in Def. 3), and we only need to consider potential problems caused by multiplicities. Assume that for every repeat r ∈ V one has c ′ (r) ≥ 0 and that for every v
, so an assembly of H ′ also satisfies the constraints of an assembly of H for v. For a repeat r ∈ V , the number of occurrences of elements of φ(r) in A ′ is at most c ′ (r)+ |φ(r)\ {r}|.
By construction, c(r) = c ′ (r) + |φ(r) \ {r}|, so assuming that c ′ (r) ≥ 0 implies that the constraint on c(r) is satisfied in the linear walks on A. Now, consider H admits an assembly A in the linear genome model. By definition, for every repeat spanning interval e, o(e) appears as a walk in A. By replacing the repeats in such a walk by new vertices with multiplicity 1 as done in step 2.b of the algorithm above, one clearly obtains an assembly A ′ for H ′ , and the identity c(r) = c ′ (r) + |φ(r) \ {r}| ensures that c ′ (r) ≥ 0. Complexity. The polynomial time and space complexity follows from Theorem 3, since the the construction of H ′ results in an assembly hypergraph with the structure in which no two repeats are contained in an interval (the repeat spanning intervals being resolved), and if an interval e ∈ E ′ contains a repeat r, there exists an edge e \ {r} in E ′ , since we added them directly from H. ⊓ ⊔
The following corollary follows easily from the previous theorem. Proof. We make the same construction as in Theorem 7. The extended assembly graph H ′ we create now is composed entirely of adjacencies, since E I = E rs . An application of Theorem 2 completes the proof. The time and space complexities follow immediately from the linear time and space complexities stated in Theorem 2 and from the size of H ′ .
⊓ ⊔
The results above have interesting practical implications that we outline now. First, Corollary 2 shows that, if provided with ordered repeat spanning intervals, one can check for the existence of an assembly in both genome models. Ordered repeat spanning intervals can be obtained in practice in several ways, such as mapping the elements of V onto related genomes [14, 6] or long reads (see Appendix for more details). The tractability of the Assembly Decision Problem, with linear time and space complexities, makes it possible to combine it with the tractability result of Theorem 4 to select a subset of adjacencies, followed by a greedy heuristic for the Assembly Maximum Interval Compatibility Problem. Note also that the condition on the unordered intervals in the statement of Theorem 7 allows one to account for the important notion of telomeres [2] . Regarding Theorem 6, it can be used to partially clear the ambiguities caused by repeats in assembly hypergraphs where triples are obtained from mate-pairs of reads from sequencing libraries defined with inserts of length greater than the length of repeats [11] . If all maximal repeat clusters are "collapsed" into a single vertex (with the maximum multiplicity among all initial repeats of the cluster), such mate-pairs spanning repeat clusters define the triples. Solving the Assembly Maximum Interval Compatibility Problem allows us to specify the locations of the different occurrences of the spanned repeat clusters in the assembled genome, thus resolving part of the ambiguity due to repeats and leaving only the internal structure of each repeat cluster (content and order) unresolved.
In the present work, we presented a set of positive results on some hypergraph covering problems motivated by genome assembly questions. To the best of our knowledge, these are the first such results for handling repeats in assembly problems in an edge-deletion approach, as previous results focused on superstring approaches [7, 1, 10, 11] , and these new methods have been applied on real data [14] . Moreover, the initial results we presented suggest several open problems.
First, our results about triples assume that they are compatible with H A (i.e., appear as walks in H A ); we conjecture that similar positive results can be obtained when relaxing this condition (in particular when triple elements might not appear in the same connected component). Next, our edge-deletion positive results assume that H A admits a genome assembly, and only intervals are considered for being deleted. This leads to a two-stage assembly process where adjacencies are deleted first, followed by intervals. It remains open to see if both adjacencies and limited families of intervals can be considered jointly. Also of interest would be to see if the size of maximal repeat clusters or of intervals can be used as parameters for FPT results.
Regarding repeat-spanning intervals, it can be asked if one can relax the total order structure o to account for uncertainty; for example, if they are defined from the comparison of pairs of related genomes, it might happen that specific rearrangements lead to conserved genome segments that can be described by partial orders [18] , which opens the question of solving the Assembly Decision Problem with partial orders to describe repeat-spanning intervals. Along the same line, it might happen that intervals spanning only prefixes or suffixes of repeat occurrences (called repeat-overlapping intervals) can be detected, and the tractability of the Assembly Decision Problem with such intervals is open; we conjecture it is FPT in the number of such intervals.
Finally, gaps, that can be described in terms of binary matrices, as entries 0 appearing between entries 1, appears naturally in genome scaffolding problems [5] ; the notion of gaps can naturally be described, for graphs, in terms of bandwidth and has been extended to binary matrices/hypergraphs in [8] . Very limited tractability result exist when gaps are allowed, whether it is for graphs [5] or hypergraphs [8] , none considering repeats, which opens a wide range of questions of practical importance. extremity, with an adjacency linking them (called a required adjacency, while adjacencies between extremities of different elements are called inferred adjacencies). A compatible assembly then needs to be composed of linear or circular walks where required adjacencies alternate with inferred adjacencies. This property can be handled naturally by the decision algorithms (see [20] ), and also by the optimization algorithms by weighting each required adjacency by a weight greater than the cumulative weight of all inferred adjacencies. Also, triples that overlap repeats need to be replaced by quadruples containing both extremities of a same initial genomic element, which can be handled by our algorithms (full details will be given in the complete version of our work).
